Advancements in Flooring Becomes Newest INSTALL Warranty Contractor

July 27, 2016 – Congratulations to floor covering contractors Paul and Tonia Tutewohl and their team at Advancements in Flooring for becoming the newest INSTALL Warranty Contractor with the North Central States Regional Council of Carpenters. The owners of Advancements in Flooring know the value in becoming an INSTALL Warranty Contractor, which establishes a reliable solution for General Contractors and End Users to assure elimination of faulty floorcovering installations.

Advancement in Flooring’s floor covering employees recently went through the training process to become INSTALL-certified, which includes being evaluated from blueprints to finished product on more than 100 checkpoints for accuracy. The Tutewohls made INSTALL certifications a condition of employment, ensured their existing employees became certified by a specific deadline, and continue to encourage as many upgrade classes as possible.

“Paul may have more upgrade credentials and certifications than any other floor coverer in the Council,” said NCSRCC INSTALL Representative Jeff Miller. “Paul leads by example and we are thrilled to have Advancements in Flooring on board as a Warranty Contractor.”

To learn more about INSTALL, visit: http://www.installnorthcentralstates.com/